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ASG TOURS

PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL EXPERIENCE

ABOUT
We are ASG Football Tours and we’ve been organising
football trips to the amazing Camilo Cano football complex
in Spain's La Nucia, since 2016. We work closely with the
CF La Nucia Club to provide amazing opportunities and
experiences for players and teams around the globe.
Everything we do here is focused on 'the footballer'.
It’s all about player experience and development. We show huge
attention to detail when planning and delivering this football tour.
We deliver a bespoke Tour itinerary, including friendly matches
(at all levels of opposition ), training with Elite coaches or
facilitating your organisations coaching staff, stadium tours,
live match day experiences and much more.
ASG will take all the ingredients for your perfect football tour
and put them together in a professional and affordable
package tailored to your team.
Here at ASG we aim for players and teams to experience
football at its highest level. We want to see players develop
and take advantage of the opportunities we are providing.
There isn’t another tour company out there who will
match our passion when it comes to looking after the
players best interests. We pride ourselves in delivering an amazing experience
for all players and coaching staff. Camilo Cano is the perfect place to do this.

Ciudad DeportivO Camilo Cano

FACILITY

This amazing sporting facility is based in La Nucia,
La Nucia is situated between Benidorm and Altea and the
beautiful City of Alicante (where you will fly into)
is only 30 miles away.
The facility is a footballer and coaches dream. It boasts
amazing playing and training pitches, sand pitches,
indoor futsal arenas, padbol courts (football tennis),
swimming pools, gym, spa.. the list goes on.

Cf La Nucia

Club Football La Nucía is a professional Spanish football team
based in La Nucía. Founded in 1995, it plays in
Segunda División, holding home games at The amazing Estadio
Olympico Camilo Cano.

CF La Nucia has a huge academy ranging from ages 6 upwards.
They are affiliated with Valencia cf Academy and are the
official academy for finding and developing future players in
the Marina Barja area and Alicante Provence to Valencia CF.
Professional methodology from Valencia CF is adopted
throughout the club.

INCLUDED


ASG staff organise from start to finish



Full bespoke tour itinerary



All transfers in private 50 seater Team coach



Accommodation



Breakfast , lunch & evening meal



Hydration



Training sessions with Elite Spanish coaches
or with clubs own coaches if preferred.



Friendly matches vs elite opposition



Press room / match analysis



All football training equipment



Fitness centre, gym and spa



Laundry service



Scouts attend matches



ASG Tour Guide

Please Note: All Training sessions and matches will be at the
award winning Camilo Cano facility, unless requested otherwise.
We can set up friendlies at away grounds if preferred also.
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ITINERARY
TIME

MORNING
LUNCH
AFTERNOON
DINNER

DAY 1

CF LA NUCIA - VALENCIA - SPAIN

DAY 2

DAY 3

Arrive at Alicante airport
awaiting will be a 50 seater
coach for your team through
out your stay

8am breakfast at Marconi
restaurant

9am Breakfast at Marconi
restaurant

9:30am depart for training
session at Camilo Cano

10am Depart for training at
Camilo Cano facilities

Lunch at Marconi restaurant

12 noon Lunch at
accommodation

Free time to relax or enjoy the
accommodations activities

1:30pm recovery session in
the pool

Beach football training
session

7pm Dinner at Marconi
Restaurant

4:30pm Depart first game vs
Spanish opposition

4:30pm Second game vs
Spanish opposition

5:30pm Kick off

5.30pm Kick off

8pm Dinner at
accommodation

8pm Dinner at
accommodation

Please note: This is an example itinerary, you can add days and change your itinerary to your exact preference.

DAY 4
Depart for Airport

